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   "Well, good." Li Zhenting's lips curled into an unfathomable smile, he responded lightly, and hung 

up the phone. 

  He has always known about the changes in the Zhu family. 

  Xu Xiangzhi, this woman is too greedy and shameless, her behavior makes people's blood rush. 

   Zhu Qixiong was abused by her since she was a child, and she is not her opponent at all! 

  He made the move because of Shen Ning's face, at least let Zhu Dongjin not lose so thoroughly, let 

him drag his sick body to see Xu Xiangzhi's character clearly. 

  Hope he wakes up! 

  He put away his phone and started working again. 

"Ma'am, I can't find Zhu Qixiong's whereabouts now. I have sent people to look around, but no matter 

what, I can't find him. I asked the people of Zhu's family, and they said that they haven't seen the young 

master for many days." , His wedding with Wu Xueying is also a mess, and now the Wu family is asking 

the Zhu family for a gift of 100 million in return." As soon as Li Wanqing returned to the study, she 

received a call from Xiao Shen. 

   "How is it possible? Is he not in the imperial capital?" Li Wanqing expressed disbelief. 

  The indecent photos that Liang Ruqi sent her today were secretly photographed when he was with 

Shen Ning yesterday. If he wasn't in the imperial capital, how could these things happen. 

   "Ma'am, I searched everywhere he usually stayed, but I didn't find him, and his mobile phone was 

turned off, so I can't find him for the time being." Xiao Shen was over there with a look of 

embarrassment on his face. 

   "Then you keep looking, and you must find him as soon as possible. I have something important to 

tell him." Li Wanqing looked anxiously at her son's remarriage advertisement in the newspaper. 

  If Zhu Qixiong can't be found, and his son is so strong, if he forces Shen Ning to remarry successfully, 

the consequences will be irreversible. 

This Zhu Qixiong is also true, since you are in love with Shen Ning, you should just come to her openly, 

why don't you have to cover up, and even do that kind of thing, you have to have the courage to admit 

it, that's all. It's a man! 

   She frowned.    After returning to the bedroom, Shen Ning coaxed the two babies to fall 

asleep, picked up the phone restlessly, and as soon as he turned it on, a news popped up. 

   After returning to the bedroom, Shen Ning coaxed the two babies to fall asleep, and picked up the 

phone restlessly. As soon as he turned it on, a news popped up. 



   She took a closer look, and she was a little amused. 

  It turned out that the news said that Xu Xiangzhi had been taken home by Zhu Dongjin at the 

Imperial Capital Airport. Zhu Dongjin was going to sue her, and she might face jail time. 

Ah! 

  She smiled softly, this should be the best news. 

   It seems that Zhu Dongjin is not so ignorant that he knows how to bring Xu Xiangzhi back. 

   It’s just, didn’t Xu Xiangzhi escape to Singapore, why did he return to the imperial capital? 

  What about Zhu Qixiong? 

  If Xu Xiangzhi is arrested, can the property she transferred to Singapore be returned? 

  She tried to call Zhu Qixiong again, but the phone was still turned off! 

  What happened to Zhu Qixiong? Now his marriage with Wu Xueying has also been cancelled, and Xu 

Xiangzhi has also been arrested, which is good for him. Why can't he get through the phone? 

   She frowned, she was very preoccupied! 

  However, in any case, the darkest moment of Zhujia should be over now! 

  This is all to be thankful for! 

   "Ning Ning." While she was in a daze, the door opened, and Li Zhenting strode in. 

   "Aren't you developing the back mountain?" Shen Ning looked at his handsome face and asked. 

  Li Zhenting smiled: "Do you still need me, a president with an annual salary of over 100 million, to 

move bricks to develop Houshan? My task is to develop you." 

   As he spoke, he grabbed her with a big hand and pulled her into his arms. 

   "Tell me, what are you thinking?" He pinched her little nose and asked in a friendly voice. 

  When he was still at the gate, he saw her foolish appearance, wondering what she was thinking. He 

would not allow his woman to think about things he didn't know. 
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   "President Li, do you think we can remarry smoothly?" Shen Ning suddenly raised her small face in 

his arms and looked at him and asked. 

   "Of course, the premise is that you love me." Li Zhenting did not hesitate. 

  Shen Ning bit her lip and asked, "If we can't remarry, you really won't take the custody of Xixi and 

Beibei, right? You have to keep your word, right?" 



Li Zhenting frowned tightly: "Don't say anything depressing, why can't we get married again? But I have 

never been unable to do anything that Li Zhenting wants to do. I will be rude to anyone who dares to 

stop me, regardless of him. Who is it?" 

  Even if Li Wanqing wanted to stop him, he could retaliate against her without any scruples, let alone 

others! 

  Of course, he also believes that no one has the guts to interfere in his private affairs. 

   "I'm asking about the custody of Xixi and Beibei, you answer me first." But Shen Ning was obsessed 

with this. 

   "Then tell me first, do you still love me?" Li Zhenting also insisted on his principles. 

   Shen Ning looked at him with bright black eyes without blinking. 

   "Say." Li Zhenting's face darkened. 

   "Love." Shen Ning suddenly snorted. 

   "Can't hear clearly." 

"like." 

"louder please." 

"like." 

Shen Ning suddenly turned over and got up, sat on his lap, wrapped his hands around his neck, pressed 

his red lips to his lips, rolled it gently, and all the words of love that he said were melted into Lingering 

love. 

  The moment Li Zhenting had been waiting for finally came. Passionate like a spring erupting from 

the bottom of the sea, he hugged the back of her head and kissed her back fiercely. 

  The two were in heat, entangled with each other, entangled together in broad daylight, asking for 

offerings from each other, confessing to each other, until the sky was dark. 

   "Zhen Ting, you said you would agree to me, right?" Shen Ning snuggled into his arms after an 

unknown amount of time and asked softly.    After so much, Shen Ning has understood that for Li 

Zhenting, it is better to be soft than to be hard. As long as he is willing, he can and can afford it. 

"If I, Li Zhenting, don't marry you in this life, those five children will be yours. No one can take away your 

custody of the children. I will keep my word." Li Zhenting stroked her back and replied softly, saying The 

voice is firm. 

   "Thank you, Zhenting." Shen Ning buried his head in his chest, his eyes moist. 

   "Little fool, we are a family, don't think too much, you have to trust me, I have the ability to make 

you happy." Li Zhenting was dumbfounded by her sensitivity and suspicion. 

  But women, maybe they are just so sentimental. 



  He kissed her face, got up and carried her to the bathroom. 

  In Nuoda’s bathtub, they embraced each other and soaked in the mist. The man gazed tenderly at 

the woman’s little red face, excited, holding her face in both hands, and kissing passionately... 

at dusk. 

  Shen Ning was half lying on the sofa in his pajamas, his skin was still crimson after being soaked in 

hot water, and his ruddy and full lips were like peaches soaked in water mist, which was as bright as 

water. 

   Li Zhenting was dressed casually and was shaving in front of the mirror. His thick black hair was 

brushed back, and his black pupils were full of wandering light. 

   Shen Ning looked at his back, feeling inexplicably anxious, picked up his phone, and turned to 

Lawyer Niu's WeChat. 

  According to a woman's intuition, her relationship with Li Zhenting will soon be over. No need to ask 

why, a woman's sixth sense is very accurate. 

  The only thing she can fight for now is the custody of Xixi and Beibei. 

  She must act now! 

  For Li Zhenting, she treats Li Zhenting gently, and tries her best to win his support, but it is still a 

question mark whether he can be the heir of the Li family's heir, and she has to make two plans. 

   "Hello, Lawyer Niu, are you there?" She thought for a while, and sent a WeChat message to Lawyer 

Niu. 
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   Li Zhenting was shaving the beard on his chin when suddenly his cell phone rang, it was a WeChat 

message. 

  He didn't feel it at first, and then he was taken aback. 

   This WeChat notification tone is not the work phone, but the account of Lawyer Niu. 

  On the sofa, Shen Ning bit his lip after sending the WeChat message, and was about to breathe a 

sigh of relief, when suddenly, the WeChat on Li Zhenting's phone rang. 

  Originally, he was the president of the Li Group, so wechat messages often come in, which is very 

common. 

   But as soon as she sent the message, his cell phone rang. 

   It was as if she was sending him a message. 

  She was a little dazed. 



  At this moment, Li Zhenting came to his senses, and hurriedly picked up his mobile phone to check. 

Sure enough, it was Lawyer Niu's number that rang, and Shen Ning was sending him a message. 

   His eyelids twitched. 

This dead woman suddenly sent a message to Lawyer Niu at this time. Didn't he agree to her today? If 

they can't remarry, she will have the custody of the five children. What else can she be dissatisfied with? 

To contact Lawyer Niu! 

  This can only show one problem, that is, she doesn't trust him! 

  He was about to vomit blood. 

   Fortunately, Lawyer Niu is him, and her every move cannot escape his eyes, so he wants to see 

what she is going to do. 

   But when he was dazed, Shen Ning, who had already become suspicious, glanced at him, and sent 

him another message, this time it was a WeChat emoticon package, cute and flattering. 

   Li Zhenting shook his fingers and immediately pressed the mute button. 

   In this way, when the emoticon pack bloomed flowers to him, the phone has no sound. 

   Shen Ning didn't hear the sound from behind, and the suspicion in his heart was dispelled, and he 

patted his chest lightly. 

  Just now, she was really taken aback. 

  At first, I thought I had sent the wrong message, so I sent it directly to Li Zhenting. Later, when I saw 

that it was wrong, I suspected that Li Zhenting had Lawyer Niu's mobile phone card. 

  Looking at it now, she is worrying too much. 

   That's it, how can there be such a coincidence in this world. 

   After sending two messages in a row, Lawyer Niu did not reply.    She put down the phone. 

   At this time, Li Zhenting had already put his mobile phone on the bar and continued to shave. 

   "Master, young mistress, it's time for dinner." Not long after, Butler Luo's voice sounded outside. 

   "Okay, I'll come right away." Li Zhenting replied lightly. 

  After shaving, he called the special nurse in to take care of the two little treasures, while he walked 

downstairs holding Shen Ning's hand. 

  Downstairs in the restaurant. 

   Li Zhenting took Shen Ning's hand and immediately attracted everyone's attention. 

   Li Zhenting is full of vigor and vigor, full of energy, with tenderness in the corners of his eyes and 

brows, Shen Ning's cheeks are pink, and he is extremely delicate. No matter how you look at it, these 

two people are a natural match. 



  Rao Yajing stood aside, her eyes were cold, as long as Shen Ning existed in this family, she would 

not be able to be the hostess. 

  And now everyone can see Li Zhenting's preference for Shen Ning. 

  Li Wanqing's expression is unpredictable and gloomy! 

  Now her son has all his thoughts on Shen Ning, but Shen Ning... 

   "Zhen Ting, I heard that you and Shen Ning are going to remarry?" the older second uncle asked in 

a low voice. 

   "Yes, Uncle, I have already published it in the newspaper. The auspicious day of the zodiac will be 

next month. Master Haihong will help us choose the day." 

   "Zhen Ting, now that your grandfather is seriously ill, wouldn't it be great for you to remarry and 

have a big wedding?" Liang Ruqi suddenly had something to say. 

"No, what grandpa cares most about is the relationship between me and Shen Ning. It happened to be a 

happy event before his old man's death. Firstly, it will make grandpa happy, and secondly, it will also put 

his old man at ease." After Li Zhenting glanced at her coldly, Looking at everyone: "Let's eat, everyone. 

The remarriage of Shen Ning and I is our private matter. If you have time, you can participate. If you 

don't have time, don't force it. You don't have to take it to heart." 

  The implication is that his marriage is his private matter and has nothing to do with everyone. If you 

like it, you can have a drink. If you don't want to, forget it. He and Shen Ning's remarriage doesn't need 

everyone's advice. 

  Liang Ruqi looked at Li Wanqing. 

  The sadness between Li Wanqing's brows became more intense. 
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"Mom, Shen Ning is going to remarry Li Zhenting. Look at how proud she is. It's disgusting. She's 

obviously a scumbag. She's flirting with Zhu Qixiong outside, and she's fascinated by Li Zhenting. It's 

really shameless for both of them to eat. .” 

  Rao Yajing felt very aggrieved. Since Shen Ning came back, her status in the Li family has 

plummeted. Now the servants at home don't care about her at all. It's really uncomfortable to hold back 

this suffocation. 

  Liang Ruqi had a gloomy face. 

  She beat Li Wanqing twice a day, but she just couldn't control her son, she was obviously not happy 

and dared not stop her. 



"Why can she make everyone like her and get the old man's love, but you can't? Can't you use your 

brain more? There is no love for no reason in this world. It all depends on your own efforts." " Liang Ruqi 

gave Rao Yajing a dissatisfied look, and left alone, leaving her behind. 

   Rao Yajing was belittled by her mother-in-law, so angry that she froze in place and clenched her 

fingers. 

  Liang Ruqi returned to the bedroom depressed. Just as she sat down, her cell phone rang. 

  She picked it up and saw that it was an unfamiliar number, and she pressed it off immediately. 

  But just as she put it down, the number rang again. 

   She had to pick it up. 

   "Mrs. Li." As soon as the phone was connected, a woman's voice came from the other side. 

  She was dazed for a long time, unable to figure out whose voice it was. 

   "Mrs. Li, it's me, Xu Xiangzhi." Xu Xiangzhi shouted anxiously holding her mobile phone. 

  Xu Xiangzhi? It turned out to be her? 

  Liang Ruqi sat up straight and rolled her eyes. 

   I heard that this woman fled to Singapore after taking away all the Zhu family’s money, but within a 

day, she returned to the imperial capital, and was arrested by Zhu Dongjin’s people and beaten to 

death. I don’t know what happened! 

   "Hey, Mrs. Zhu, what can you do? It's been a long time." 

   "Yes, Mrs. Li, long time no see. I have something to ask you today. I hope you can help me. I will be 

grateful to Dade." Xu Xiangzhi smiled flatteringly over there. 

  Now Xu Xiangzhi has fallen into a desperate situation, and was arrested by Zhu Dongjin and locked 

in the room, and all his passports were confiscated. 

  She regretted so much, she only blamed herself for being greedy, and she shouldn't have come back 

for that one hundred million. 

It turned out that after Xu Xiangzhi transferred the Zhu family’s money, he replaced it with a luxury villa 

and manor in Singapore. However, the Zhu family’s family background is not too strong after all, and 

there is not much money left after the property replacement in Singapore. Wu Xueying promised to give 

it to her. The 100 million gift was returned, but he didn't call her after five days. 

  Later, she urged several times, and finally waited for Wu Xueying's reply, saying that the account 

could be credited tomorrow, but the account could only be credited to the official account of the Zhu 

Group. 

  Xu Xiangzhi felt helpless after hearing this. She had already arrived in Singapore, but Zhu’s account 

had been blocked due to bankruptcy, so she had to go back to the imperial capital to handle the 

transfer. 



   Just like that, she returned to the imperial capital, but she didn't expect to be caught by several 

men as soon as she got off the plane and took her back to Zhu's house. 

   This time, Zhu Dongjin saw her true face clearly, and she no longer had that warmth, so he beat her 

severely, locked her up, and ordered her to return all her money, otherwise, she would never be able to 

go out. 

  Xu Xiangzhi can't live, she can't die. Thinking of her friends in the imperial capital, the one who can 

help her is Liang Ruqi. 

  She and Liang Ruqi are from the same village, and they can usually talk and have a little friendship, 

so she had the cheek to beg her. 

"Xiangxiang, are you joking, you are so good, Zhu Dongjin loves you so much, what else do you need me 

to help with, I don't ask you for help." Liang Ruqi acted like she didn't know anything With a smile on his 

face, he jokingly said. 
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"Madam Li, I am really in trouble now. To tell you the truth, I need your help very much now. Don't 

worry, as long as you help me, I will definitely repay you." Xu Xiangzhi was very earnest over there. 

begging. 

   "Oh, tell me, what is going on? How can I help you?" Liang Ruqi asked intentionally. 

Xu Xiangzhi had no choice but to briefly talk about what happened to her, and then said: "Aqi, we are 

from the same village, please save me, otherwise, I will be beaten to death by Zhu Dongjin. He will kill 

me when he sees me now." Hit, I've got injuries all over my body." 

  She was crying and selling miserably over there. 

  Liang Ruqi sighed: "Xiangxiang, I want to help you the most, but I'm not doing well in Li's house 

now, I'm afraid it's because I don't have the ability." 

   "Are you because of that **** Shen Ning?" Xu Xiangzhi suddenly wiped away her tears and asked. 

   "How do you know?" Liang Ruqi asked back. 

"You have to be careful with that woman. She seduced Zhu Qixiong for a while, and worked hard for her. 

Now she lives in your Li family again, and she has seduced Li Zhenting completely. With her here, you 

want It's hard to get ahead." Xu Xiangzhi sowed discord over there. 

   "That's right, it's her." Liang Ruqi's face was as dark as a pan, and she gritted her teeth. 

  She also described the current situation between herself and Rao Yajing. 

"Hey, this **** is really lucky. Zhu Qixiong will live and die for her, and Li Zhenting is devoted to her. She 

really enjoys the wealth and honor in the world." Xu Xiangzhi is full of jealousy. Being Li Zhenting's wife 



is the dream of all women in the imperial capital. , this woman was obtained so easily, and Li Zhenting 

loved her wholeheartedly, who wouldn't envy and hate her. 

  I think she married Zhu Dongjin, a half-old man at the flowery age of eighteen, and now he is sick 

and dying, and she is in her prime, otherwise, she wouldn't have to run so hard. 

   "Yes, what can I do for a good life, you and I can't compare." Liang Ruqi deliberately stimulated her. 

  Xu Xiangzhi's eyes were red, she suddenly thought of something, and said excitedly: "Aqi, do you 

want to hang her all over?" 

  Liang Ruqi's eye circles brightened, and her eyes tightened: "How to fix it?" 

   "I'm telling you, I have a way to definitely take her down, but you also have to find a way to help 

me get a visa again and send me to Singapore safely." 

  Liang Ruqi rolled her eyes. 

  At present, they really have no better way to get rid of Shen Ning. Xu Xiangzhi is a bad woman, if 

she can think of an idea, it will be the best, and in the future, if something happens, she can put all the 

responsibility on her. 

   "What can you do?" She asked slowly. 

   "Aqi, let me tell you, I know a big secret. If you can help me, I will help you. How about our 

cooperation?" Xu Xiangzhi smiled sinisterly. 

  The big secret? 

  Liang Ruqi suddenly became interested, and sure enough, Xu Xiangzhi has two brushes! 

   She sat up straight. 

   "Xiangxiang, even if you don't help me, I will do everything I can to help you. Who made us fellow 

villagers and good sisters?" 

   "Then thank you Aqi, let's have a good cooperation, I hope you will often go to Singapore to play in 

the future." Xu Xiangzhi was beaming, and with Liang Ruqi's help, she should be able to escape from this 

cage. 

   "You're welcome, let's work hard together." Liang Ruqi smiled. 

  The two vicious women began to speak in a low voice. 

  Shen Ning came to his aunt today, and woke up early in the morning, feeling weak and having a 

migraine. 

  The three little ones are going to kindergarten today. 

  She is going to send the children to school with Li Zhenting. 
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"Ning Ning, what's wrong with you? Why is your face so pale?" Li Zhenting came out of the bathroom, 

and Shen Ning was standing in front of the window, a ray of morning light fell on her face, small and 

exquisite, beautiful, but her face was too pale . 

When he was with Shen Ning before, he didn't realize that she was so beautiful, her temperament was 

cold, and her figure was bumpy. Now that they were entangled with each other, he felt that Shen Ning 

was so beautiful that it made his heart palpitate, as if every part of her body Every beauty point is set up 

for him, and it can hit his heart just right, making him unable to get rid of it. 

   It's a pity that it's a little late to find out now. 

   This may be the fact that beauty is in the eye of the beholder! 

   "It's okay." Shen Ning thought of his bravery last night, and felt his legs a little sore, and stared at 

him, "I came to my aunt in the morning, and you are not allowed to touch me these few days." 

"It turned out to be like this, okay, then I have to love you well, don't worry, I will only hug you to sleep, I 

will not touch you, your body is mine, and I will definitely cherish your body." Li Zhenting held her 

Pulling it into her chest, the right palm is pressed against her stomach, passing on her own warmth, the 

left arm hugs her tightly, and kisses her hair lightly, as if kissing a precious porcelain doll, for fear of 

breaking it what's wrong. 

   Shen Ning pushed him away and walked down. 

  The corners of Li Zhenting's lips curled up slightly, and he followed her, putting his arms around her 

waist, and the two entered the elevator intimately. 

   "Sister Wang, cook some blood-enriching chicken soup for Ning Ning today." The restaurant was 

already full of family members, and Li Zhenting ordered to Sister Wang who was standing next to her as 

soon as she came over. 

   "Okay, master." Sister Wang immediately agreed with a smile. 

   Rao Yajing stood aside, her eyes darkened. 

   "Ning Ning, come and sit down." Li Zhenting pulled Shen Ning to sit down beside him, and 

thoughtfully began to make cakes for her, milk and rice porridge. 

  Shen Ning has never had a vacation during her breastfeeding period. This is the first time she has 

come here. She has a lot of food and her stomach hurts, but she forcibly endured it when facing the 

people at the big table, with a slight smile on her face. 

  Everyone began to eat. 

  After breakfast, Ke Ke, Ding Ding and Xiao Xiao stood in the living room waiting with a mini 

schoolbag on their backs. 

   Li Zhenting walked out holding Shen Ning's hand. 

   "Daddy, Mommy." The three little ones called sweetly. 



  Papa and Mommy are so loving recently, and they are also very happy.     "Let's go, little 

ones." Li Zhenting rubbed their little heads with one hand, and led them outside. 

   "Zhen Ting, where is Lan Lan, she is also going to kindergarten." Shen Ning saw that he only cared 

about his own child, thought of Lan Lan, and immediately reminded him softly. 

   Li Zhenting smiled: "Don't worry, Xiao Li will take her there." 

   "Oh, then you can pick her up tomorrow, it's not good for a child without parents to pick her up." 

Shen Ning persuaded. 

   Li Zhenting frowned: "Last time, she instigated Xiao Shitou to beat Xiao Xiao. This is her 

punishment. I can't spoil her anymore." 

Since Lan Lan instigated Xiao Shitou to beat Xiao Xiao last time, Li Zhenting sent Lan Lan back to Li's 

Castle and never let her come over, and even locked her in confinement and asked her to write 

reflections. Lan Lan has been honest Quite a few, and I dare not make noise to come here again. 

  Shen Ning thought of the small front teeth, which were still empty, felt a pain in his heart, and 

stopped talking. 

  After arriving at the kindergarten, sure enough, Lan Lan was already waiting at the gate, and Xiao Li 

was standing there with her. 

   "Daddy." Seeing Li Zhenting, Lan Lan ran over with open arms. 

   Li Zhenting smiled slightly, picked her up and kissed her, and asked, "Lan Lan, have you been 

obedient recently? Have you written your reflection yet?" 

"Daddy, don't worry, Lan Lan already knows that she is wrong, and she will never bully Xiaoxiao again." 

Lan Lan said sweetly, and wrapped her arms around Li Zhenting's neck coquettishly: "Daddy, please 

forgive Lan Lan How is Lan?" 

How can Li Zhenting really care about a child of how old, he forgave her a long time ago, but seeing the 

small empty front teeth, his heart still hurts, and he said seriously: "Lan Lan, you have grown up now, 

you must Deal with Ke Ke, Ding Ding, especially Xiao Xiao, you are brothers and sisters, you can no 

longer fight and scold at will, understand?" 

   "Understood." Lan Lan answered quickly and sweetly, her mouth looked like Shen Mei, as if it had 

been coated with honey. 

   Li Zhenting sighed, Lan Lan has always been quick to admit her mistakes and has a good attitude, 

but she will commit the same crime again when she turns around, she has no morals! 
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"Lan Lan, listen, if you continue to bully Xiaoxiao or make some tricks behind your back, as long as Daddy 

knows, then you don't want to go to kindergarten here in the future, and don't even want to see Daddy 



anymore, because Daddy I'm too disappointed in you, so I don't want you anymore." Li Zhenting 

sullenly, deliberately aggravated the seriousness of the consequences, hoping that she can completely 

change her ways. 

   Sure enough, Lan Lan was very scared, and seriously assured: "Daddy, don't worry, I will definitely 

not bully Xiaoxiao in the future." 

   "Well, this is a good boy." Li Zhenting kissed her forehead, and said in a friendly voice: "As long as 

you four little ones behave well, Daddy will buy you toys and take you to eat delicious food." 

"That's great." Lan Lan was very happy, and immediately said: "Don't worry, Daddy, I promise not to 

bully Xiaoxiao again, Xiaoxiao and I are sisters, we will love each other in the future, right. " 

   "Yes, this is great." Li Zhenting smiled, and personally delivered the four little ones to the teacher, 

and said goodbye to them one by one. 

  Standing at the entrance of the kindergarten, the moment he turned around, Li Zhenting thought 

that he had six lovely children, and a satisfied smile rose from the corner of his lips. 

  He took Shen Ning by the hand into the car, and sent her back to Li's old house. 

   "Zhen Ting, you go to work, I'll go back by myself." The three little ones went to school, and there 

were two special nurses to help take care of the baby, Shen Ning was very relaxed. 

  Recently, Li Zhenting often doesn't go to work, and the company's affairs have piled up a lot. She 

wants him to go to work. 

   Li Zhenting was about to get out of the car to take Shen Ning home when the phone rang, so he 

had to answer it. 

"Sister Wang, you actually stole things from the public house? I said it's no wonder that since you came 

here, the expenses have been increasing day by day. It turns out that there are house thieves." As soon 

as Shen Ning entered the living room, he heard scolding from the direction of the kitchen. came. 

  Her eyelids twitched, and when she listened carefully, it turned out to be Rao Yajing's curse, and her 

heart sank immediately. 

"Young madam, I didn't steal anything. Please don't wrong me. I have been in the Li family for almost 

ten years. I have never taken anything from the Li family, unless it was given to me by the madam." 

Sister Wang anxiously argued. . 

"It seems that you won't cry when you see the coffin." Rao Yajing sneered, "I tell you, there are 

surveillance cameras everywhere in Li's old house, and I just came here after checking the surveillance 

cameras." She said as she took out her mobile phone, Called out several sets of pictures and put them in 

front of her. 

  Sister Wang's face turned pale when she saw it, her lips moved but she couldn't speak. 

"Huh, dog, I don't know how many things have been stolen from our Li family. You really know people, 

face and heart." Rao Yajing scolded angrily, "I can't spare you this time, I want to see how Shen Ning will 

protect you .” 



   After finishing speaking, she ordered with a blank face: 

"From now on, you don't need to work in the kitchen for the time being. Let's wait for the investigation 

and processing. I don't know how many things have been stolen in your kitchen. This kind of behavior is 

the most intolerable in a family. It must be liquidated today. , should be punished." 

   "Young Madam, Mr. Li asked me to cook blood-enriching chicken soup for Young Mistress in the 

morning." Sister Wang said anxiously. 

   "What young lady? Where did she come from?" Rao Yajing burst into anger when she heard this. 

Now all the people in the kitchen regard Shen Ning as the young mistress of the Li family, and they are 

very respectful to her. Every day, they think about replenishing her body and making her a princess, but 

they just ignore her. I'm already full of anger! 

  Today she will take the opportunity to clean up this group of dogs! 

   After following her for so long, she finally caught evidence. She will not give up this rare 

opportunity easily. 

   "It's just a scumbag, but you treat her like a treasure, what kind of young lady, ah bah." Rao Yajing 

spat bitterly on the ground. 

   "Young Mistress..." As soon as Sister Wang looked up, she saw Shen Ning standing behind her, 

staring at Rao Yajing coldly. For a while, she opened her mouth and couldn't make a sound. 

  The people in the kitchen all stood blankly without speaking. 
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   "Sister Jing, may I ask who are you calling a scumbag?" Shen Ning's cool voice came from behind. 

  Rao Ya's heart skipped a beat, and she turned around, only to see that Shen Ning had returned at 

some point, standing behind her, her eyes as cold as ice. 

   She dodged her eyes in panic, but soon she stood up straight and looked at her with disdain. 

"I don't know who to scold. The nannies in the kitchen are calling young mistress. I really don't know 

who is the young mistress of the Li family. Shen Ning, could it be you? But aren't you divorced from Zhen 

Ting now? They still call like that What do you mean?" she asked mockingly. 

  The corners of Shen Ning's lips twitched, and he asked, "Sister Jing, what happened to them? You 

called out all the nannies in the kitchen to prevent them from preparing meals, and the old man will 

have porridge later." 

"Of course I know this." Rao Yajing sneered, "Don't worry, I'm still the head of this family now, of course 

I know what to do, I don't need you to teach me this, now, they have done some shameful things, even 

if you If you care about them so much, let’s get to know them together.” 



   "What scandal?" Shen Ning narrowed his eyes and asked. 

   "Hmph, stealing something." She said bitterly. 

   "Stole something? Do you have evidence?" Shen Ning asked coldly. 

   "Of course there is. If there is no evidence, how dare I expose them. After all, they were sent by Li 

Zhenting, and I have no guts to touch his people." 

   "Then please show me the evidence." 

"Give." 

  Rao Yajing brought the evidence to Shen Ning. 

  Shen Ning took the phone and looked at it. It turned out to be a surveillance photo. On it, Sister 

Wang secretly walked out the back door with a large bowl of fruit and food. 

"that's it?" 

   "Aren't these enough?" Rao Yajing said fiercely, "The most taboo thing for a kitchen person is to 

steal food. Isn't it enough for her to steal food blatantly?" 

   "Is there anything else besides this?" Shen Ning asked calmly.     "Preparation for 

investigation." 

"Then let's investigate now. Sister Jing is in charge. If they really steal something, it will not be tolerated. 

They must be punished. This is the rule, right?" Shen Ninglin smiled selflessly, "Besides, Now the whole 

Li's mansion is covered with surveillance, who has done what and what has been stolen can be seen at a 

glance, and it is not difficult to find out." 

  Shen Ning was ready to solve this problem immediately. 

  She used to be the head of the Li family's castle, and she has often dealt with these problems. It is 

not difficult, but it is related to the reputation of Sister Wang and the others, and she wants to find out. 

   Seeing her being so active and confident, Rao Yajing felt guilty for a while, but she had already 

grasped the handle, and the matter would make a big fuss, so of course she was not afraid. 

  So 

They called the security captain over, entered the monitoring room, and started to check the monitoring 

one by one since the day Sister Wang and the others came to Li's old house, and finally saw that Sister 

Wang would bring some food at the same time every day. and fruit out the back door. 

   "How is it? Shen Ning, did you find out?" Rao Yajing thought for a moment that she had a handle, 

and she was confident. 

   "Sister Jing, don't worry, let's talk in the living room." Shen Ning turned lightly and walked towards 

the living room. 

   Rao Yajing sneered and followed behind her. 



  In the living room, Sister Wang, Mama Liu, Mama Wu, and Sister Li were all there, with angry faces. 

  As soon as Rao Yajing walked over, she aggressively attacked Sister Wang. 

   "Miss Wang, the fact that you stole something has been proven, is there anything else to say?" She 

asked fiercely. 

   "I, Young Madam..." Sister Wang's eyes were reddened, and she hesitated to speak. 

   "Sister Jing, Sister Wang didn't steal something." Shen Ning suddenly said lightly. 
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   "Ha." Rao Yajing seemed to have expected that Shen Ning would come out to protect her, so she 

yelled and said sarcastically, "Shen Ning, I knew you would protect and protect Sister Wang, as 

expected." 

   "This is not covering up, but seeking truth from facts." Shen Ning had a serious face. 

   "Then tell me, what does she mean by stealing?" Rao Yajing sneered. 

  Shen Ning pursed his lower lip, and said lightly: 

"She didn't steal anything, but I asked her to send food to Li's Castle. Since Lan Lan returned to Li's 

Castle, only one tutor, Xiao Li, took care of her. Sister Wang and Mama Wu came Here, there is no one 

to cook, she is still a child and needs nourishment, so I told Sister Wang to send some delicious food to 

her, what's wrong with that?" 

   Rao Yajing was dumb for a while, she didn't expect it to be like this, she couldn't react. 

   "Sister Wang, next time you deliver food to Lan Lan, remember to say hello to Sister Jing first, after 

all, she is in charge here now." Shen Ning looked at Sister Wang and winked at her. 

  Sister Wang understood, and immediately replied in a low voice: "Okay, next time I must report to 

Young Madam first, this is my negligence." 

   "Sister Jing, do you have anything else to do?" Shen Ning glanced upstairs, worried that the two 

little guys would wake up and cry. 

"Shen Ning, don't distract me. You said that if you give Lan Lan food, you give Lan Lan food? How can 

she eat so much food as a little girl? She is clearly stealing out to eat by herself. .” Rao Yajing waved his 

hand, not wanting to stop at all. 

  Shen Ning smiled, took out his mobile phone, and said, "Sister Jing, I just took a picture of this on 

the surveillance camera, take a good look at it." 

   Rao Yajing took it suspiciously. 

  On the monitoring screen, Sister Wang brought those delicacies and fruits to the back door. 



  There was a young man in the overalls of Li's Castle waiting there. 

  After Miss Wang passed by, he took the basin, put it in a basket, covered it, and left. 

   "This young man's name is A Ming, and he is a staff member of Li's Castle. If Sister Wang stole 

something privately, why should she give it to the staff of Li's Castle?" Shen Ning explained. 

   Rao Yajing was dumb for a moment. 

  She just thought about Sister Wang stealing something and going out to eat, but she didn't think 

who Sister Wang gave it to. 

   Moreover, just now, it seems that there was no shot of Sister Wang giving something to the young 

man. 

   "Strange, why didn't I see Sister Wang bring something to this young man just now?" She was full 

of suspicion. 

Shen Ning smiled slightly: "You are so focused on catching Sister Wang that you want to embarrass me 

and Zhen Ting, so how can you have the time and energy to look at other things? I captured this on the 

surveillance camera. If you think it's fake, then Why don't we ask the security captain to call the monitor 

to see?" 

  Rao Yajing was really focused on catching Sister Wang's handle, and then taking them all together, 

so she didn't notice so much. 

  Right now, how could she check the monitoring again. 

"Forget it, no matter what, she gave Lan Lan food without telling me, that's wrong, I caught her today, 

that's also wrong, how about it, Miss Wang, this month's bonus will be deducted It's gone." Although 

Rao Yajing couldn't fire Sister Wang, after struggling for so long, she couldn't just let Sister Wang go so 

easily. 

   Besides, being the head of the family here, you have to report everything to her, otherwise, what 

do you want her to be the head of the family? 

   "Thank you, Young Madam." Seeing that the matter was over, Sister Wang immediately thanked 

her. 

  Rao Yajing asked them to go back to work in the kitchen with a cold face. 
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"Tsk tsk, Shen Ning, your ability to seduce men is really high. On the one hand, you let Zhu Qixiong want 

to die for you, and at the same time, you make Zhenting want to die for you. It's really high, it's too high, 

I feel inferior. It's a pity that no matter how brilliant you are, it's only gold and jade, and if you're 

corrupt, you will be exposed eventually, and a **** is always a slut, and it can't change the essence." 

Rao Yajing tossed and tossed for a long time but failed to achieve any goal, was very annoyed, and 



vented her anger on Shen Ning, moreover, she instinctively thought that a woman like Shen Ning was 

too dirty to look down on. 

  Shen Ning didn't expect that she would call her a scum directly in front of her face. When she first 

scolded her a scum, after all, she was not in front of her face, but now she is so disrespectful to her, 

shaking with anger. 

"Rao Yajing, what are you? How dare you call me a scumbag? Then what are you? In order to marry into 

a wealthy family, you secretly resorted to conspiracy. Don't think that everyone doesn't know that your 

husband didn't love you back then. How did you marry in? Don’t you know yourself? Why do you still 

have the face to talk about others? Now, you are trying to be the mistress of the Li family, and your 

ambition is exposed. Everyone knows it. Let me tell you, I never thought about it. If you want to be the 

hostess, if you have the ability, you can do it, because I'm afraid you won't be able to do it if you don't 

have the ability, I feel even more disgusted with a person like you who eats people and doesn't spit out 

bones, and is a real scum." 

   Shen Ning was not polite at all, and scolded back without mercy. 

"Shen Ning, you bastard, how dare you say that about me, see if I don't beat you to death." Rao Yajing 

was most afraid of being mentioned this privacy, and now that Shen Ning directly pointed it out, she was 

so angry that she trembled all over, raised her palm and slapped Shen Ning called. 

   "Stop." But as soon as she raised her wrist, Li Zhenting, who was behind, stepped forward and 

grabbed her wrist steadily. Rao Yajing's face turned pale with pain as soon as she exerted force. 

"Rao Yajing, how dare you beat my wife and call her a scum, you are so bold." Li Zhenting scolded 

sharply, his eyes were piercing, and his whole body was chilling, he pushed her into a corner, her He 

leaned heavily against the wall. 

  Rao Yajing didn't expect Li Zhenting to come in suddenly. She was flustered for a while, but she was 

extremely dissatisfied. She gritted her teeth and looked at Li Zhenting: "Zhenting, are you bullying sister-

in-law?" 

"Bullying? You don't deserve it." Li Zhenting sneered, "You know that Shen Ning is my fiancee, and we 

are going to get married soon, but you make things difficult for her, even beat her, calling her a scum, 

you are dissatisfied with me Respect, I can't forgive you, my wife, even I can't bear to scold you, how can 

I be beaten by others." 

The chill in Li Zhenting's eyes shot at her like a sharp knife, and his deep voice was even more 

indifferent: "Rao Yajing, from today onwards, I will cancel your position as the head of the house, please 

go back to your home immediately, there is no need for you here anymore is you." 

  Rao Yajing's head rang, his face turned pale, and he trembled: "Li Zhenting, I was appointed by the 

old man, why can you fire me?" 

"Just because I am the president of Li's Group, and because the Li's family is supported by the Li's Group, 

I have the right to appoint anyone to be the head of the family. You are not worthy, please go back 

immediately, otherwise, you will not be included in the dividend at the end of the year." It's up to you." 

Li Zhenting didn't give her any good looks, and ordered her to go away. 



   This is already a few times she played tricks, and he forgave her a few times, but she became more 

and more presumptuous, even daring to hit his beloved woman, it was too much, this time, he wanted it 

once and for all! 

   "Li Zhenting, just maintain this broken shoe, you will regret it." Rao Yajing gritted her teeth in 

hatred. 

   Li Zhenting's eyes flashed, and a cold breath burst out from his whole body. 

  Rao Yajing was inexplicably terrified, worried that he would come and beat her up. 

  A hero doesn't suffer from immediate losses, so she can only leave first. Who told her husband not 

to be Li Zhenting, whom the old man likes! 

"Ning Ning, you don't have to care about this kind of woman, just call her." After driving away Rao 

Yajing, Li Zhenting came over and held Shen Ning's cold fingers and rubbed them: "You have to learn to 

take care of yourself, you can't Let others bully you, rich families, have their own minds for their own 

interests, complex and unpredictable, here, simple kindness will not have good results, you have to 

learn to protect yourself, I can't stay with you and the children all the time By your side, you have to 

become stronger, understand?" 

  He had pity in his eyes, and gently reprimanded her. 

  Shen Ning looked at the man's gloomy Mo pupils, and for the first time felt that it was really good to 

be protected by someone! 

 


